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The above unusual cover is in the collection of Mr.J .Buchari.an. It was 
sent from Field Post Office No.34 to A.Kreslin, Station Livenhof, Kurland on 
28th December 1914. 

In the bottom left har.d corner it is stated thAt the design had the 
approval of the Minister of Trade and Indt:stry and is numbered 1

.
11 11

; evidently 
the first of a series. The war fervour was then rur.r.ing stror.gly and this 
pictoriel cover was no doubt intended to appeel to the Russian patriotic 
E,pirit. 

J.B. 
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TrlE EARLY RAJ.LW1Y POSTMARKS 

By .. Hf'red H. Wortman 

c.nli.CT.)IC. OC.CT.)I( EJIJIO . 
15 CBMT. ,an 18 •EBP 1859 
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NICHOLAS RAILWAY 

The earliest railway postmarks which I have been able to find are of the 
St. Petersburg and Moscow Stations of the Nikolai Railway. As is well known, this 
railway opened in 1851. My earliest postmark is 1855, but there is no doubt 
that meil was carried right from the start, and there is no reason to suppose 
that these postmarks were not used in 1851 . Prigara quotes official documents 
relating to the carriage of mails by these trains. There was one pochtol.-i vagon 
or mail van in each train. 

These rectangular framed postmarks have never been il]ustrated before, 
but Prigara mentions the existence of the Moscow one (p.137) the date of his 
example being 21 MAR. 1858, ar,d its size 40 x 18 mm •• which is different f'rom the 
one shown here. 

The St. Petersburg postmark, dated 15 SEPT. 1855, fig.1, reads S.P.B. 
St.ZH.D. (St.Petersburg Rly Stn.) ar ... d is stamped on the face of a 10k stationery 
envelope addressed to Saransk (Penza Gub.). I have similar strikes on 
stationery envelopes addressed to Moscow in 1857. A further example of the same 
mark occurs on the reve~se of a letter bearing a 1 Ok sta.ffiP, wmk .1 , addressed to a 
Mr. Borisovski in the Fruit and Vegetable Lines, Nizhni Novgorod Fair. The stamp 
is car.celled with a number 1 in hexagon of dots postmark ar,d the St .Petersburg 
R8ilway Station postmark is dated 20 !UGUS. 1858. It would seem that they were 
both put on at the same time. All these rectangular postmarks measure 38 x 15 mm. 

The corresponding Moscow post:nark, fig.2, is on the reverse of a letter 
to Taurogen bearing a 10k stamp, p.12½, CE·ncel1ed with the 2 in concentric circles 
of dots postmark. Corresponding with this there is a rectangular f'ramed MOSKVA 
27 FEVRJ\L. 1859. The letter was tra,.sferred to the Railway Statior. the f'ollowing 
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day, receiving the postmark illustrated which reads MOS. ST. ZHEL. DOR. 28 FEVR. 
1859. Its size is 43 x 20 mm. That the letter saf'ely reached Taurogen is proved 
by the rectangular :recei:ving postmark POIDCHENO 6 MART. 1859. 

An English writer gives this account of the departure of a passenger train 
from St • Petersburg in 1852, a year after the opening of the Nikolai Rail way: 

Only one train starts daily; and the hour at which this most important 
event talces place is, or ought to be, 11 a.m. Travellers are commanded by the 
government to be at the station at 1-0 precisely •.••. • ••• Having arrived therefore, 
at ten minutes before 10, to be quite sure of being in time, our luggage was 
seized by a soldier, policeman or railway porter (for they all wear somewhat the 
same unifonn), and carried in one direction, while we rushed in another to show our 
passport forr Moscow, to procure which we had been to three different offices the 
day before. Here the description of our persons and our reasons for travelling 
which it contained, being copied at :f'ull length, we were hurried to another counter, 
where we got it st~ed; whence catching sight of our baggage en passant, we sped 
on to the ticket office, and thai, returning to our portmanteaux, went through 
a few formalities, which ended in receiving a ticket to add to the number of those 
with which our pockets were now pretty well filled ••..••• We now betook ourselves 
to the waiting room .• " • • • • Everyone in military garb seemed to have the entree to 
the platfonn, while the doors were rigorously shut against us unhappy civilians. 
At a quarter before 11 however, they are opened - a general rush follows, and we 
are hurried through a barrier, the doors of which close behind us. Soon the whole 
barrier becomes thronged with people, waving their adieux as ardently as if' we were 
booked for Australia. A bell, a whistle, and a sort of dull attempt at a scream, 
are, as in more civilised parts of the world, the signals for starting; we leave 
the weeping eyes and waving pocket-handkerchief's behind us, and, in the course of' 
ten minutes, find to our satisfaction, that we have increased out speed to fifteen 
miles an hour. We have hardly done so ere we arrive at a station. Everybody 
rushes out and lights a cigarette. We are to stop here ten minutes .•••••.••.•• 
(L. Oliphant "The Russian Shores of the Black Sea"). 

The journey from St. Petereburg to Moscow, ah out 450 miles, took 22 hours. 

The next type of' postmark is a single circular dated "NIKOLAEVSKI BLY •• 
ST. PETERSBURG" ap:plied to the reverse sides of letters. There is a similar one 
for Moscow, (f'ig.3). When the letter bears an adhesive stamp for prepayment, the 
stamp is cancelled with a "1" in hexagon of' dots postmark if coming from 
St. Petersburg Stno and a "2" if coming from Moscow .Stn. If postage is not 
prepaid, this circular postmark appears alone. 

Another wording of' this type reads "NIKOLAEVSKI RLY. FOCHT. VAG. N0.3" 
(f'ig.4). When the letter is prepaid, the adhesive stamp is cancelled with a number 
in hexagon of dots. Examples seen are No.3 on covers with a circular pochtovi 
vagon postmark No"3 and Nos. 3 and 4 with a corresponding pocht. vag. No.2 or 3 
postmark. I have not seen covers with other numeral cancellations in the hexagon 
of' dots, or with circular postmarks of' other numbers of pocht. vagons, but no 
doubt they exist. Prigara lists Nos . 3 to 10 in hexagons as being for pocht. 
vagons of' this railway. I have only Nos , 3 to 6 on stamps. 

The earliest date seen is 14th Nov. 1861 and the latest the 19th Oct. 1864, 
al though Prigara says these dots postmarks ceased to be used on 11 th Feb. 1863. 
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An interesting feature of the circular postmarks is a number which appears 
in front of the number denoting the day in the date4 It has been sugg_ested that 
these mmibers represent railwey stations, number 1 being for St. Petereburg and so 
on to number 37 for Moscow. On covers with the hexagon cancellations Nos. 1 and 2 
and therefore originating in St. Petersburg and Moscow, there is no number beside 
the date, and similar covers without adhesive stamps and with the circular postmark 
on the reverse are also without the extra number; but when the cancellation is 
a number above "2", it appears. Here are the details of some covers which I have:-

Hexagon No.3. letter from Moscow to Warsaw (via St. P.) "37" in front of 
date 27 Sept. 1862. 

Hexagon No.3. also Moscow to Warsaw but different sender and addressee, 
"37" in front of date 13 July 1862. 

Hexagon No.4. Moscow to St. Petersburg, "37" in front of date 19 Oct. 1864-. 
Stampless covers :from Moscow to Bordeaux, 1864 and 1865 also have the number 
"37" in front o:f ·the date and have "Pocht. va.g. No.3 11

• 

Later types of these postmarks have been seen with most of the numbers 
from 1 to 37, covers with these later types being more common. 

ST. PETERSBURG - W.ARSAW RAILWAY 

Prigara gives the date of opening of the St.Petersburg - Warsaw Railway 
as 15th Dec. 1862, (we quoted this in our Journal No.4, p.56) but I have a 
stampless letter with an August 1862 date. The date in the postmark appears to 
read 1 AUG. 1862, but the figure "1" is the number of the railway station, as in 
the Nikolai Railway postmarks, and has displaced the numeral for the date, which 
should be "7" or 11 8 11 as the letter is dated inside 7th August. The postmark 
reads "S.P.B. V.ARSHAVSK. ZH. D. FOCHT. VAG. No.6" and the handstarlrp which made 
it was obviously new as the lettering is so sharp and clear, The letter was from 
St ,. Petersburg and addressed to our old friends Messrs. Schroder, Schyler and Co., 
to whom we owe so many early letters, of' Bordeaux. The French postmarks are also 
in August, so there is no doubt about the date. 

In any case this circular dated postmark IJn1st be the earliest type for 
this line. 

Fig. 5 illustrates the po·stmark for the St. Petersburg Railway Station 
and fig. 6 one for pocht. vagon No.2, both on stampless letters to the same 
French fin:n. 

When the letter bears a stamp this is cancelled with a number in hexagon 
of dots postmark, No c11 for Warsaw Railway Station, and Nos, 12 to 17 for pocht. 
vagons. I have Noo11 cancelling 10k stamps, po12½ on covers to Mitau. On the 
reverses of these covers beside the Mi tau arrival postmarks, which incidentally 
are in bright red, are postmarks like fig. 6 for pocht. vagon No.6, the dates 
being 22nd and 25th June 1863. I have No.12 on a Poland No .1 stamp, and No.14 
on a Russian 10k p.12½, both very clear and almost complete postmarks. Faberge 
had a cover with a Polish 10k stamp cancelled with 12 in hexagon of dots and 
fig. 6 type backstamp for pocht. va.gon No. 1, 29th Sept. 1862, and another similar 
with pocht. vagon Noo6, 29 June 1863. The :first was addressed to Riga and the 
second to St. Petersburg. He also· had a cover with the 1 Ok Polish stamp cancelled 
with 16 in hexagon of dots, backstamped with fig. 6 for pocht. vagon Noo2, 
26 April 1863, and addressed to Moscow. Polanski illustrates a similar cover 
with 16 in hexagon of dots cancellation, with pocht. vagon No.2, 22 June 1863. 
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I was discussing these numeral cancellations with Mr. M. Bojanowicz 
recently and he said there was some doubt as to whether hexagon dots Nos. 13, 15 and 
17 existed. Prigara also queries Nos. 9 and 10. Perhaps our readers can help 
with info:nnation. 

According to Prigara, correspondence was collected every day, including 
holidays, from the post boxes on railway stations, put on the trains and sorted in 
the mail vans. It seems obvious that postmarks were put on the letters there. 
If the numbers from 1 to 37 represent the different railway stations from which 
the mail was collected, we must assume that the postal official changed the 
number in his hand.stamp at each station before opening the new bag of mail taken 
on there. If the speed of the trains was only about fifteen miles an hour and 
there was a ten minutes wait at each station as described by the writer quoted 
above, he vould have had sufficient time to do so. These rrumbers were used right 
up to 1880, by which time there was a considerable volume of correspondence, but 
no doubt many postal officials were then carried on each train. 

Presumably mail could also be posted on the train, but I have no infonnation 
about this. Prigara does say however, that by the end of the 19th century mail 
vans were travelling post offices, transacting all the business of a post office, 
and that by then there was a second collection on some important stations of the 
chief railway lines. 

To clear up some of the little mysteries of the railway post offices, 
we need either government documents or accounts of the lives and work of their 
officials. We do get stories about government officials of various kinds, from 
Revizors (Inspectors) to minor clerks, in the great Russian novels and plays, but 
no one seems to have given us details of the work of mail van sorters; or is 
there something about this somewhere? 
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.AMER.IC.AN S.AM.OV Ji.R 

By Dr. Gregory B. Salisbury 

This summer and early autumn have been busy seasons at the Samovar 
headquarters in Philadelphia. A steady flow of visitors and an avalanche of letters 
kept this columnist delightfully occupied with things philatelic •... even if not a 
single stamp was hinged within that time. Two hurricanes "Connie" and "Diane" 
likewise blew in from the Caribbean threatening to drown or blow apart my collections, 
and it was indeed an exciting entertainment to watch the huge trees on the lavm of 
our suburban home become uprooted and flung about, while the "Samovar" huffed 
and puffed over the correspondence, in the study, and tried to remain calm. 

One of the visitors was Alexander A. Chebotkevich, our member, and the 
President of the Rossica Society. He remained for a couple of weeks and slowly 
but surely scanned every album of stamps, and most of the books in the library. 
During his stay, we travelled to New York and were the guests of honour of the 
leaders of the Russian American Philatelic Society, and of the leaders of B.S.R.P. 
and Rossica in that city. It was a thrill to chat with one of our greatest 
philatelists, V.A.Rachmanoff, to view the fabulous collections of mutes of 
Kurt Adler and H.Shenitz, to discuss our great hobby with Messrs. Cerny, Iliashenko, 
Lavrov, and afterwards to dine at Kurt I s home and to meet his wife, prima 
ballerina Irene Hawthorne. They were preparing to fly to Spain, Balearic Islands, 
and Germany, for a much needed rest, after a strenuous season of conducting the 
Metropolitan Opera. As this is being written he has concluded his trip, and had 
seen our leading philatelists in the lands visited. On his homeward trek he saw 
Fritz Frei tag, and his amazing collection of prize winning mutes, in Germany, and 
the treasures of John Barry in Sutton England. His stay in England was climaxed 
by the viewing of the famous Tapling Collection at the British Museum, with 
Dr .Wortman and an evening at the latter's home. 

Another visitor was Jacques Posell, of Cleveland Heights, Ohio, who 
arrived with his wife Elsa, little daughter Tinka and big albums full of rare and 
extremely well arranged Imperial, Soviet and Ukrainian revenues. His Imperial 
postage stamps were likewise worth seeing and he showed me some registered covers, 
on the order of those which I wrote up on page 517 of B .J .R.P., the currency 
stamps of Romanov issue, used in Helsinki, 28.IV 17, He had six of these stamps 
postmarked Riga, Latwija (in Latin letters) and dated 13 5 19. I have these 
cancellations but on piece. Jack, incidentally, has written an excellent article 
on "The War Issues of Rumania" in the XVI American Philatelic Congress Book. This 
also deals with Russia's rule in Rumania in Czarist times and that of the Soviets 
before the outbreak of World War I. E , Marcovitch sent not only a large number of 
labels or "vignettes", of charity issues, exhibition labels,Red Cross labels and 
envelopes, but his biggest pride and joy, Jacques, his ambitious son who flies 
continually between U.S. Venezuela and Europe, on business trips. It was indeed a 
pleasure to entertain him and to chat about his father. 

Rirnma Sklarevski, his wife and his two daughters stopped at Philadelphia, 
on their way to the seashore, and we tried to talk about stamps, while classical 
music nearly drowned us out. Rimma. commented on the notes by Archanguelsky and 
Chudoba, about the 10 kop. Scott 616 woman worker stamp, and he felt that the 
stamp was actually a new printing, and that there was much ado about nothing, to 
quote Shakespeare. The original stamp, said Rimma, was printed from a number of 
plates and various plate markings, etc. I have a few sheets, and am ,7orking on 
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some notes on it and will show that Chudoba' s point is actually a plate flaw which 
appeared only on a few printings. I received the two stamps in question, as 
written up by E.Archanguelsky and they are of different measurement and show the 
features raised by this author. The photo and notes will appear in No.46/47 
Rossica. Lee Black of Des Moines, Iowa wrote on the subject and wished to see 
the stamps which Mr.Archanguelsky had mentioned in B.J .R.P. I forwarded the 
stamps to Lee for his inspection, and he agreed with the author. 

Topping the pile of letters is one from Ed Wisewell of Boston, Mass. who 
sends a fine Pernov mute, skull and cross bones on a 7kop. Romanov, on a letter 
al.so cancelled both the regular Pernov cancellationo I looked at the present 
with mixed feelings. On June 30th, the only son of Ed and Esther died while 
swimming, and Richard's passing was a terrible blow to his parents, as well as to 
us who have met him and admired him only last winter at the B.S.R.P.-Rossica 
Keeting in New York. Our hand goes out to the Wisewells. We are too shocked to 
say more. 

Fred Speers lately acquired a rarity block of four which is a complete 
sheet ( vide Prigara) of Russian Offices in Turkey No o 1, second emission. It was 
three of the four varieties listed by Schloss and it is expertized and gerruine. 
Congratulations, Fred! 

Asdrubal Prado, of Sao Paolo, Brazil, sends an "imperforate" 14 kop. 
greensurcharged 20 kop. (20/14 Scott III) on "thick, yellowish paper", as described 
by the sender. Careful study shows that the measurements extend only to the 
positions of perforations, ma.king us suspect a trimmed copy. The paper was 
darker, greyer than my mint copies of this Romanov stamp. There was a watennark 
present, and it was the same as that on a stamped envelope of the series. We 
join the sender in relegating the stamp in question to the page of "bogus" items 
and agree with Mr .Prado. · 

As this goes to press, a fine letter arrived from our member and loyal 
booster, Charlotte Downs, Editor of "Stamps" magazine, who sends a fine, long 
review of No.18 published in the Sept.10 issue of her publication, which has an, 
immense circulation in the United States. This is .indeed a big help to our 
Society. Not long ago, Mrs. Downs gave an equally lengthy and favourable review 
of the book "Annenia, Part 2", by Messrs.Ashford and Tchilinghirian. Character
istically, the modest, and self-effacing Mrs.Downs, she did not include 
hereself as subject of a biography in the last Samovar, but mentioned the one about 
Dr.Seichter. As a gift, she sent along a copy of Prigara' s handbook, a rarity 
to-day! 

We note with interest a write up in the same issue of Stamps, as our 
review, about the Canadian Boy Scout Issue which resembles Ukrainian Association 
Labels, the five labels that the Ukrainian Youth Association "Plast" issued in 
1952. There is also a mention of the No . 14 of German Philatelic Review, 
published in London, which contained articles on German Field Post in the districts 
of Samy, Alexanderstadt and Wosnessensk, during the last war. 

Dr.L.S.Snegireff wrote recently from Boston, of his new additions. One 
is a NIZJNIDOROGSK. YARMARKA of 1872 (1 Sept.) an earlier circuler type than 
reproduced in Von Bochmann (his is a 1881 type).. Also a late variety of same 
"Nizjnii Yannorka 23.7.13 . , this on a 3kop. Romanov . He also picked up a nice 
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cover with KISLAR circular postmark of 1880 ( this town is in Tersk Oblast) . In the 
field of stampless, Len picked up a 1814 SANCT.PErERSBOURG with a Swedish 
inscription of Porto transit charges of 7 shilling, and British charges on arrival 
of 3/4. The piece de resistance is an 1812 cover from SANCT .PETERSBOURG to London 
with the 6/8 record of charges. Having been posted on 6/ 18 Novo 1812 it arrived 
on Dec,16 1812 in London. 

Sometime ago, when R.S.Calhoun wrote to your Samovar, inviting him to 
become the Editor of the Arctic Philatelist, he mentioned that he found several 
covers used during the Russian ownership of Alaska, so when his article appeared 
recently in "Covers" magazine, your Samovar expected to see and read about the 
"finds" however the cover shown and discussed was the earliest known Alaska 
letter - not a stampless, but a stamped cover with a cancel of the first U.S. 
post office opened in Sitka in 1867. We hope that at a later date we may be ro-1.e 
to read about a cover with the markings of Russian America. 

American Philatelist, September Issue, carried a review by your Samovar 
of the "Postage Stamps of Armenia_, Part Two": It likewise in its Index of Current 
Literature listed theB .J .R .P. , last issue, and the articles as well as the authors. 
This is worthwhile publicity, as the society has 12,000 members here and abroad. 

Frank Warner, writing in "Covers" previously mentioned describes and 
pictures an interesting cover from Kizil, Tannu Touva, addressed to Harbin, in 
Russian, and franked with 1927 surcharged pictorial "Fording a Stream" the 
interesting map of Tannu Touva of 1927, and U.S.S.R. across the top and the 1k. 
ca.nel caravan, all surcharged" The same author, writing in Weekly Philatelic 
Gossip speaks of the difficulties in obtaining the first air mail of F.E.R. in 
mint condition, let alone an authentic first flight cover. He also speaks in the 
same vein about the consulars, also the North Ingermanland on cover, etc. all 
in all he describes the rarity of many of Russia's stamps on cover. All that we 
can add is "Amen, Mr. Warner'! •. and be sure to have your purchases expertized ere 
you buy, in your quest for the scarce covers of the world! · 

The July issue of SPA Journal carried an excellent article by Art Bledso, 
titled "The Early Issues of the Bal tic States" and the article, al though a bit 
rudimentary to our Baltic specialists, is nevertheless an excellent one, and is 
sure to attract many into this interesting field. 

News has arrived from the \liestropa Exhibition, Dusseldorf, from our 
members M.Bojanowicz and F.Freitag to say that the former won a gold and silver 
medal for his collection of Poland No.1 and the latter a silver medal for his 
collection of "mute" Russian cancellations. 

Finally we learn that our member :Mr .Arthur Shields wa.s married recently -
To him and his wife we extend all our good wisheso 
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MORE SCJRCE POSTMARKS 

By Kurt Adler 

1 . KOVNO . 18 Ml.RT 1 848G 
This postn:ark is on a 1 Ok stationery envelope with broad-tailed eagle, 

addressed to the small postal station of Soleczr..iki, goiri.g via Vilna.. The 
known small circular KoVLo postmark which appeared later on the first 
Russian stamp seems to ha.ve been modelled on this. 

2. S. PETERSBURG OTDYELENIE 5 1851 NOIYA 7 
This appears on a 10k stationery envelope with narrow-tailed eagle, 

addressed to- Sara.nsk. It looks similar to some of the Moscow Town Post 
postmarks. 1851 seems to be a very early year to specify a 5th department. 

3. IZ TIFLIZ POLUCEENO .. 1853 NOIYA 1. "In Tiflis received." 
J..n oval postmark, the twin of the known "From Tiflis despatched" 

postffiark, it is on another 1 Ok postal stationery envelope, with narrow
tailed eagle. It went from Moscovr 8 Oct. 1853 2.r,.d was addressed to Prince 
Saym-Wittgenstein in Tiflis where it was received or. 1st Nov. 1853. Note 
the old spelling of Tifli~ instead of Tifli~. 

4. S. PEr.ERSBURG KJ..NTSELY.ARYA. 12 DEK. 1880. 11 S. Peters burg Che~cellery". 
I recently found two covers with this postmark, both addressed to 

Prince S.A. Dolgoniki. The one illustrated above went from the small 
postal station of M8IID.ld-Saltansk (Tauris Gouv.) on 6 Dec. 1880 via 
·Simferopol, 8 Dec. 1880 to St. Petersburg, where it received the norn:.tl 
cancellation on 1 2 Dec. 1 880, but bears in addition the Chancellery postmark .. 
I am not sure about the meaning of this, but would ventul'e a guess that there 
was an In:perial Chancellery which cancelled incoming letters addressed to 
members of the Court . 
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5. ZURN.ABAD YELISAV. P.ROTIVOCHUM. STAN. 2 •. 1 . "Zurnabad Yelisavetpol Gouv. 
Anti-Plague Station". situated in the Southern Caucasus). 

The postcard to Germa.ny which bears this postmark was written only four 
months before the outbreak of World War I. Such an anti-plague station could 
only have been a termporary postal station during an epidemic, and must ,. 
therefore be rather rare, since only a handful of employees could have worked 
there. 

6 ., SELSKO-KHOZ. UCHILISHCHE KAZ. a 24,1 .16. "Agricultural College, Kazan". 
This postmark appears on a War Censored letter to the Danish Red Cross 

Society. It is possible that the College housed some prisoners of war or 
wounded soldiers, which would explain the installation there of a postal 
station. Similar auxiliary post offices in hotels or factories have been 
illustrated in this series before . 

7. ST. SHARAPOVA 0KHOTA. M.KURSK. ZH. D. 2. 4.15. "Station Sharapova Okhota 
of the Moscow-Kursk Rly" . 

Okhota means "hunt" and Sharapov was the name of a family of noblemen. 
This postmark shows how the fashionable hunting-grounds of some count grew in 
the course of years into a small hamlet and railroad station and finally 
received its own post office. 

8. T .P.O. No.69 SAMARA-TASHKENT. 
This postmark shows a late Soviet T .P .T. cancellation, circular instead of 

oval, and with a shield in the centre containing the date, 3 . 9 .43. The 
lower part of the circle repeats "Samara-Tashkent" in Uzbek spelling. 

AUCTION NOTES 

The following realisations were noticed recently:-

RUSSIA: 1858, imperf. 10k. blue and RUSSIA: Wenden: 1863 to 1871, S.G.7,8,9,1-, 
brown, unused and fine •........•. .. . (1) all fine and three with B.P.A. certifi-

Estimate £45 . R. £9 .10 .0 . cates the third used with pmk. and 

mrnaTNE W t Uk . 
9 

penstroke, others unused .. , •.. . ....• . . . C,+: 
.U\.tU. , es raine: 1 19 3 sch. --- s G 8 E ,. £13. R . £9 . to 1 Ogr. , complete set, . • -24, 

large part o.g. All signed ........... (17) 
E. £26. R . £6 

-ditto. ditto. 1sch., 3sch., 6sch, 10sch, 
12sch , , 15sch. and 30sch, S.G.25,27, 
29 ., 30, 31, 32, 35, used or unused and 
fine. All signed ... E . .£45. R. £9. 

Unused FINLAND: 1856 imperf. 5k. blue, 
the scarce 1862 reprint without gum 
and on laid paper .. . • , ..•....... . ••. ( 1 ) 

E. £20 . R. £1 8 . 
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- Russian Levant: 1863-66, thin paper 6k .. 
pale blue, large part o.g. and very fine , 
unused E. £10. R , £5. 

- ditto.ditto thick chalky paper 6k . deep 
blue, large part o .g. and very fine, 
!mused. E. £5. R. £3. 

FINLAND 1930, 10m., o.g . marginal block 
of four, top left stamp showing error 
"1830" for "1930", fine and rare 
Airmail unused. E. £75. R. £73. 

Madge Flint. 



WARSAW "TIME OF REXIBil'T" :WJUUNGS 
(Supelemental Data) 

By Leonid S. Snegireff, M.D. 

Type •B" 

~ 
~ 

Type "C" Type "D" Type "E" 

The article on the above subject by Messrs.Shields and Barry gave a most 
interesting account of their research (B.J.R.P. No.14 and 15: 430-432); they 
deserve a great deal of credit for dealing effectively with the subject and for 
tabulating in chronological order the different types of markings, which they 
studied and described. 

There are four points which, I feel, merit elucidation and revision: 

1 . Not all of the marks are in black; for example I have two that are in violet, 
both have a double concentric frame; they leave one with the impression that 
they were made by a rubber hands tamp. For the sake of discussion we will call 
these Type "A" and Type "B" respectively. Type "A" has not" been listed 
previously, it contains the word VECHERA, spelled out in full; on the same 
cover is the postmark of "Warsaw: 5 Eksped." dated 14 November 1886. 

Type "B" is likewise accompanied by a postal marking of the "Warsaw: 
5 Eksped." dated 22 January 1 887. 

2. The interpretation of" 3 Po Polucheno" is incorrect, it has a cacophonic note 
as far as correct Russian usage is concerned, though it can happen if one 
stutters while sayi~ polucheno. The abbreviation of "3 Ch./Po Pol" can be used 
in two instances: ( a) PO POLUD1TY, which comes from FOLDEN or midday and would 
therefore signify 3 o'clock past midday; (b) PO POLl'"'NOCHY, which comes from 
POLNOCH or midnight and would signify 3 o'clock pe.st midnight. The question is, 
which of the two possible interpretations applies in this insta.rice? I believe 
that (b), or the second interpretation applies; although it represents 
antiquated Russian usage, which is principally reserved for poets and the clergy, 
I can submit two kinds of supporting circumstantial evidence which sways me to 
accept "Po Pol." as intended to mean PAST MIDE'IGHT or, in the marking whicb. 
reads: 3 Ch./Po Pol it signifies 3 a.m. this appears associated with the usutl 
postmark: Warsaw: 5 Eksped. dated, 2 April '1886. For purposes of discussion 
we may refer to this mark as Type "C". My .eircumstantial evidence includes: 

(i) a mark, here called Type "D", this reads: 3 Ch. DNYA, or 3 p.m. This is 
associated with the postmark: Warsaw: 5 Eksped. dated, 24 May 1888. 
(ii) a mark wbich is not listed here called Type "Ei', this reads: 11 Ch. 
VID-IERA (1'.UCHY) in a double frame of concentric type. This mark is associated 
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with the postal marking of Warsaw: 5 Eksped. dated, 10 December 1888. Thus, 
if we have Type "D" for the 3 p.m. mark and Type "E" for the 11 p.m. mark, it 
seems logical to assume that Type "C" was intended for the 3 a.m. marking. 
(Po Polunochy) . 

3. The statement, "stamping inward mail was used by at least five offices in the 
city", is particularly intriguing because no reference is made to the one 
postmark which happens to be present in all the material v.hich I have examined, 
I refer to Warsaw: 5 Eksped. 

This suggests that the "time of receipt" marks were applied in the sorting 
process, prior to redistribution, at the General Post Office principally if not 
exclusively, as seen from the uniform association of the "time of receipt" mark 
with the postnw.rk of "Warsaw: 5 Exped'! during the years 1882 through 1892 as 
found without a single exception in all of my reference material. One may 
postulate that the 5th Ekspeditsiya in Warsaw was concerned with sorting and 
redistribution of mails, at the General Post Office. As for the purpose of the 
marks, they allowed the postal authorities to check on the movement of mail to 
its destination and they permitted the addressee to compare the hour of sorting 
with the time of delivery. 

4. The major types of "Time of Receipt" marks include: 

Abbreviation for Utra or-Morning; 
DNYA written out in full for Day; 
VECH. Jbbreviation for Evening; 
VECHERA wri. tten out in full fgr Evening; 
VEGHER.A (NOCHY) written out in full for Evening (Night); 
PO POL. Abbreviation for Po Polunochy, or Past Midnight. 

I am grateful to Messrs .Shields and Barry for having opened the discussion 
of a very fascinating topic and for the opportunity to compare notes and the fruit 
of our research. 
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LEVANT NO. 1. 

By Fred W. Speers 

Recently, it was what I regarded as a good stroke of luck to acquire through 
a New York dealer a mint block of four Russian Offices in Turkey No.1 of vlhat is 
generally recognised as the "second printing". Examination of the block, which 
may properly ( according to Prigara) be tenned a sheet, shows on it three of the 
four sub-types mentioned by Herman Schloss in his "Distinguishing Characteristics 
of-Classic Stamps". 

The ink is a blue which can best be described as midway between vlhat is 
generally called the "dark blue" and the "light blue", leaning slightly toward 
the f'ormer. The paper is white and fairly thick. 

The upper le:rt stamp is Schloss' Type 1 (showing the break in the border 
lines at lower right near the corner) • The upper right is Type 2 (with the broken 
line in the first letter of the last £'our-letter word o:r the bottom inscription). 
The lower lef't stamp has none of' the distinguishing type characteristics. The 
lower right is Type 4 (with the white dash between the second and third letters of' 
KOP in the lower part of' the circle) . 

Since Schloss' Type 3 is not found on th1s sheet (that is the one in which 
the upper bar o:r the broken letter o:r Type 2 ends where it meets the righthand 
vertical line) , it may be inferred there must at least have been one other plate 
used in the second printing. The writer would appreciate any inf'ormation on this 
point which f'ellow members o:r the Society might supply. 

Comparison of this sheet with five other examples of this stamp (and 
one excellent f'orgery) lead me to believe that this particular plate had not 
undergone as nruch usage as had some other plates. Comparison with another example 
of Schloss' Type 1, a single stamp, has led me to :reel sure that the single had 
been printed f'rom the same plate sometime after the sheet with which it was 
compared. There is, of course, a noticeable difference in the ink (that of 
the single is the darker), but I was interested in ascertaining if possible which 
had been printed first. The clarity and sharpness of the lines in the sheet and 
the effects of dust particles, etc., under high magnification convinced me that 
the single had been printed (in its own sheet, of' course) subsequent to the one 
wi t.h vmich I vras comparing it. 

If any members of the Society have information on exactly how many 
printings there were of this stamp, I v~uld be most grateful to share such 
knowledge. 



MUTE CANCELLATIONS OF WORLD WAR ONE 

By Dr. Gregory B . Salisbury and Fritz Frei tag 

Since the last publication of the "mute" serial in No . 17, a contributi'on 
by Fritz Freitag appeared in No.18, dealing with the "muting" of the registry 
markings. This was an original research done by this well-known scholar of secret 
postmarks of this period, in Russia, and it was based on the immense collection of 
commercial covers, some of which Mr. Freitag had graciously photostated (over a 
hundred), and placed at iey- service, when the article began in B .J .R.P. Exhibitions 
of his material have aroused great interest and appreciation, and recently, at 
Westropa in Dusseldor:f, he won the silver medal for his presentation, this being 
but another of the many medals won by Mr. Freitag, in recent years. We have 
merged forc~s, so as to give the readers the advantage of a joint effort. We are 
deeply indebted to Kurt Adler for bringing us together, for translations of our 

. data, and for the use of his fine collection of mutes. Some of these are shovm in 
this article. We likewise w:i:sh to thank John Barry and Captain Shramchenko for 
aiding us with translations, and for the mutes in their collections. We hope, in 
the near future, to present the unusual and rare secret postmarks from the 
collection of Hennan Shenitz, of New York: who has generously consented to 
photostat and describe his album of mutes. 

We begin our study with the continuation of Tables A and B, taken from the 
Kurt Adler collection. Please note the clear AI Hintzenberg cancellation on a 
7kop Romanov, on a cover in the upper right hand corner. To its left is a fine 
Lemzal or A1O mute on a postcard, on which the writer identifies it, and the date, 
Aug.2O, 1914. The card is ad.dressed to a beer fact9ry in Riga. Below this card, is 
a mute "R" inside of a single ring, described in the old Rossica Journal as a 
Verra mute, and thus identified by us as A14 in the earlier instalment, ho-rever 
we find here· a cover ad.dressed from Kovno, bearing this postmark, thus we must add 
Kovno to the list, and retain Verro as also a .l:14 until we can disprove the 
earlier identification. The letter is addressed to the Office of the Manufacture of 
State Papers in Petrograd. (Expedi tzia Zagotovlenia Gosudarstvennikh Bumag) , bearing 
a red arrival postmark of Petrograd Town Post, dated 13 . 2.15. To the right of this 
cover, is the mute of Tarascha, Kiev. Gubernia, a cornmercial cover addressed to the 
previously mentioned address, but named at St. Petersburg, and bearing a St.Petersburg 
arrivl}l red postmark of Town Post, dated 25.8.14. This we label B54. Below it 
is a portion of a cover, showing little more than two out of a strip of four 7kop. 
Romanov stamps, postmarked by a 24 mm. Kiev single ring type of mute, listed before 
as AS. We end the page with the piece de resistance, a pair of St. Petersburg 
mutes, rare, and unrecorded up to now, on a commercil'U cover, printed "Petrograd", 
yet sho.ving a St. Petersburg regular postmark, dated 1"8.12 .14. 

Next table, Table B (continued), shows a portion of a cover B.52, a 
commercial cover from Hoppenhof, Livland, which is similar to Alt Schwannenburg, B26 
in our tables, or Rossica Journal No a38, fig.II p. 265. In the latter, the II1Ute 
is crudely drawn, but does resemble Hoppenhof, which we label B52. The question 
is, "Did both places use the same mute?" The answer seems to be in the affirmative, 
as it is in many other instances of similar mutes, used by various towns. We can 
at this point cite B19, a variety of Goldingen, which is similar to B26 and B52, 
and differs in a thinner ring and larger petals which are six in rrumber instead of 
four for the others. 

As we give additions to Table B (B.J.R.P.No.16) we must amend B4, B5 and 
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B.6. We had these as Razik, basing our identification on Rossica Journal No.28, 
p.89, fig,6. This is wrong, according to the latest data, and we have a letter 
sent from Revel, on a commercial cover, which has the imprinted name of' the town, 
and the finn, as well as the mute, once attributed to Razik. It is also possible 
that the letter was taken f'rom Razik but mailed f'rom Riga, in an earlier 
identif'ication, in Rossica. The latter mute is similar but smaller, see B.7. 
Kurt Adler has a commercial envelope with the printed address of' Revel :Machine 
Building Factory of F.Vigand., Revel, and a nrute 9 f'onnerly attributed to Razik, 
on a 7kop. Romanov stamp. It was addressed to Li.bava. Thus we label B5 as 
Revel, B4 we alter to a variety of' Goldi.ngen, possibly, i.e. of' B3 typ~, and we 
simply guess that B6 is a larger type of' B7 or Riga. Until we can substantiate 
all of these loose stanps by commercial covers, we nrust view them with an open mind. 

B53 and B,54. we have already discussed, as shown on covers. The nrute of 
three X' s within an oval or a single ring is unidentified, and we would like to 
hear from anyone who has it on a commercial cover. 

Not so long ago we received an article on mutes, f'orwarded from 
Jugoslavia by our f'riend E.M.Archanguelsky, it was written by his fellow meniber of' 
Latvija Society, Von Rolf' Jacobsen of' Nurnburg, al so a f'riend of' Fritz Freitag, 
the co-author of this article. The title of' the thesis was "Die Stummen 
Kriegsstempel von Russland 1914 im Berei t der Spateren Re .Lettland" (The Mute 
Postmarks of' Russia 1914 in the area of' the later Republic of' Latvia) • He mentions 
.a Grobin mute which is a "smudgy circle (cork?) 22mm, middle a wheel with f'our 
spokes, wheel 3mm, spokes 2mm. (letter to Riga, as receipt stempel). Mr. Freitag 
states that it is a broken, smudgy ring with indef'ini te contents. This mute should 
be considered a part of' Table B. We shall try to show this mute later. 

The author likewise describes the Hoppenhof' mute, which must be a 
· variety of' B52 described earlier. He calls it an irregular circle 14-14-½ mm., 

1½ to 2mm thick in centre, 3mm. rosette formed by parts of' four circles which he 
joins together, and this diff'ers f'rom B52 which has a regular circle, rosette of' 
four triangular segments pointing towards centre and not joined, See photostat B52. 

He mentions mutes which should be considered a part of Table C, one is a 
Libau mute, a primitive cross f'rom cork, about 24mm cross cut by f'our radials and 
again by a smaller circle so that there are 16 parts. Cuts 2mm, He lists Lemzal 
as a two ring mute, instead of' our classification of' 1 thick ring. He describes 
it as two circles with space between them filled in. 

Our Table C addenda is a Riga mute ·035 shown on a single stamp, on a 
tracing, and on a printed commercial card from Riga, which identifies it on the 
back. The 1 kop. Romanov stamp shows the mute, and there is also another mute 
postmark alongside. It has two rings, with segments between them, and abroken 
ring, of' f'our segments, within the inner circle. It can be mistaken for a three 
ring mute. 

Bef'ore we cover the addenda to Table D we should state that the "Batum" 
mute shown as D26 is not a mute according to P .T .Ashford, who thinks that it is an 
old insurance seal which was used as an obli terator when the Tree types began. 
They'd finished using the mutes long before then, so vre gratefully accept the 
explanation and pass it on to the members, and to the one who had sent it to us as 
a Batum mute. 
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We should clear up the Prilutsk mute. It is a three ring mute, and should 
be only in Table D as Ill+-, and its place also in Table C as 035 is due to a smeared 
inner ring mi.eh makes it a two ring mute with a bull' s eye. This 24mm three ring 
mute should really be only in Table D. 

Table D {continued) shows an actual .size tracing of a mute which resembles 
Kishenev, however the size makes the mute a questionable one. There is also shown a 
D24. on cover, in Kurt Adler's collection, listed by us under that number in an 
earlier article. The postmark is a reddish purple, and it is on a commercial 
cover from a notary of Poselenie (village or settlement) of Bereznegovatoe, Kherson 
Gub . with a registry by hand, sent to the Office of Manufacture of State Papers in 
St . Petersburg, showing red St . Petersburg arrival postmark of Town Post and date 
6 . 9 14. A most interesting mute is shown on a postcard, identified by the writer 
of' the card, as coming from Liushkovo, Grod. Gub. It is a three ring mute, 19~ 
diameter of outer ring. There is a 13. 9 . 14 postmark of St. Petersburg town post, 
and ah oval red Petrograd. War Censor shtempel. 

Table E, four rings, same with bull's eye shows some very interesting 
dumb postmarks. We first show the reduced size four ring cancellation photographs 
from the Leeland Coll,ection, An unidentified mute is also shown from the Von 
Scharfenberg collection, now owned by F. Julius Fohs . 

Belaya Tzerkov or Simferopol are listed as E1 • and E2. Both of these towns 
have the same postmark and are quite similar to Yalta, or E3 and E4-, except that 
Yal.ta has a purple coloured canceller. Bielostok or E5 needs a bit of explanation. 
It really should not be listed here, as the inner ring is really a poorly shown 
square, typical of the Bi_elostok mute D22, D23. It is listed by Gryzewski as a 
four ring mute. We have some covers on which the inner equare does not show 
properly, and it looks like a fourth ring. We find the E5 is likewise seen in 
Rossica Journal No . 22, page 200, fig . 2 as a four ring mute, its 1st and 3rd rings 
thicker than the others. 

Eupatoria is E6 showing outer and inner thickened rings, while E7 is 
Cherkassy, which has a thicker inner ring, as shown in Rossi ea Journal No. 28, 
:page 89, fig.4-. Goldstadt described by Gryzewski in Filatelista Polski No.2. 
1920 (Znaczki rosyjskie podezas wojny europejskie) is shown as E8. Rovno, E9 is 
shovm as drawn in Rossica No.23, fig.10 , There are two types shovm by K.Gryzewski 
in "Rosyjskie kazowniki wojenne na ziemiach polskich" {No.II, 1921) a three ring 
mut e and a bull's eye, and a pair of crossed lines. He likewise shows drawings 
of four ring mutes of' Mejirachie, Slonim, type I, and Siedletz (£'our types), one of 
which is a four ring type shom1 as E10 and 11. E11, or E11 a are the more freqmmtly 
see!1 types of heavier rings, and we have them on commercial covers . E10 and E10a 
are shown in the Rossica Journal No . 23, fig ,4. 

Gryzewski likewise shows a four ring mute of Zgierz, as well as Grodno 
and Kielce, however the drawings are small, no measurements are given. He also 
shov1s a four ring mute of' Pul tusk, with a bull' s eye which we do not have on 
commercial cover, but show the other mute fonn, the E14, also in Rossica No.23, 
page 225, fig. 7. 

E12 is Novozybkov, Chernigov Gub. commercial card, the fourth, or the 
outer ring is barely discernible. Berislav, of Kherson Gub. postcard is fig.13. 
and it is from the same collection. 
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In Table E (continued) we show E14-, a f'our ring IIUte of' Pultusk, without 
the bull's eye, which Gryzewski shows, and E14- is also shown in Rossica Journal 
No.23, p.225, fig. 7. E15 is Berditchev and we have it on a commercial cover from 
a branch of Russian Trade-Industrial Bank in Berdi tchev, addressed to Riga. 

E16 is Grodzisk, and it is on a cover sent to Riga, the commercial envelope 
showing the firm's name and address and well as the IIUting of the registry label, 
may be seen in f'ig.1 page 563 of B.J.R.P. No.18, illustrating the article of 
P. Freitag. 

E1 7 is Ekaterinoslav, shown in Rossica No. 26, p .4-2, f'ig 3, one of five 
D11tes of this town shown on the page. E18 is Petrikan and E1 9 and 20 are mutes 
of Berdiansk, .shown in Rossica No.28, po89, f'ig.1. E21 a and b are Kerch, shown 
on same Rossica page, fig.2. 

E22 and 23 are Kherson or Melitopol, both towns issuing the same mute, 
both likewise having same with a bull I s eye, also sharing same design with 
Wosnesensk. :Melitopol diff'ers slightly from both in that it has a heavier outer 
ring, and Wosnesensk tends to have a thinner inner ring, diff'ering slightly thus 
from Kherson. 

E24- is Lodz, and the llD.lte shown is in Rossica Noo23, p.225, fig.5. Gryzewski 
lists four types of' Lodz mutes, one of' which is a four ring nD.1te. E25 is Feodosia 
ta.ken :from a commercial cover, dated 22.8.14-. Dot is poorly shown, as it is 
exactly over a dark spot in the stamp, rud can easily fool one, unless a magnifying 
lens is used in such cases. 

E26 is Berislav, Kherson Gub. shown previously on a cover. E27, 28, 29 
have been discussed already. E30 is an example of Grodzisk, the E16 previously 
described. 

E31 and E32 are Odessa mutes, E33 is a rrrute that resembles Kherson, or 
Wosnesensk; with a Moscow backstamp on it. E34- is a commercial cover of Kherson, 
from the Russian Asiatic Bank in that town, actually a branch office, sent to Riga, 
end showing a muting of registry, as described by F. Freitag in the last issue. 
In this case it is written in by hand, and the registry label with the town name 
is not used, in spite of' the f'act that Kherson is printed on the envelope. 

In the next issue we shall conclude the study of' the rings, f'rom five to 
eight rings in number. 
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RUSSI.AN FIELD POST OF THE RUSSO-J.AP.ANESE WP.R 1904-1905 

By Kurt Adler 

.ADDENDA 

The article in No .16 of our Journal which was meant to be an opening wedge 
in a terri to:ry hitherto almost unknown to philatelic research has brought ve:ry 
gratifying results. The author asked all fellow members to supply him with 
additional material and to give him the benefit of their experience with the subject 
matter. This call was heeded by a considerable number of members. As a result, 
we are now able to enlarge our knowledge of this highly interesting phase of 
Russian Postal Histo:ry. The number of different postmarks in No.16 was 28. It 
has now risen to 52 and it is hoped that the future will bring still more 
disclosures of newly found or evaluated material . 

As stated in No.16, the Russian Armies at the beginning of the war 
consisted of the 1 st, 4th, 8th, 10th, 16th and 17th Arr:ey Corps and of six Siberian 
Army Corps. Of these, only the 4th and 8th Army Corps and the 1 st and 2nd 
Siberian Anny Corps are yet unaccounted for on postmarks. Thus, philately serves 
as an additional supplement to the written milita:ry histo:ry of the Russo-Japanese 
war. The considerably enlarged Catego:ry D is proof for this statement. 

A few cancellers with different letters or stars were found for Ca.tego:ry A, 
the Main Field Post Office, proving that the bulk of the war correspondence went 
through this office. 

The number of ordina:ry Field Post Offices which reached five in No.16 has 
now been increased to 11. This can be found in Catego:ry B. Catego:ry C, the 
Reserve (zapas:nye) Field Post Offices have yielded one additional infonnation. It 
is now deemed possible that the Reserve Field Post Offices carried the number of 
the Ordin.azy Field Post Office to which they were attached, the word "reserve" being 
used whenever a Field Post Office was set up in reserve position to supplement the 
Ordina:ry-Field Post Office, Proof for this hypothesis lies in the fact that a 
money letter (sealed with five wax seals) from Khandaokhedzi to St. Petersburg yras 
cancelled with Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora No.28. (B3 in No.16), but bore the 
regist:ry label "585, Zapasnaya Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora No.28". The beautiful 
4 wax seals in the four corners of the reverse side bear the inscription "Polevaya 
za.pasnaya Pochtovaya Kontora No.28 Priamurskovo Okruga" (district) vmereas the big 
seal in the centre reads again "Poleva.ya. Pochtovaya. Kontora No. 2811 

• This interchange 
of use of these different headings shows that a Field Post Office cay at times have 
become a Reserve Field Post Office and vice versa. 

Catego:ry E, Field Post Offices with town nrunes has not given us any new 
towns but has complemented Glasewald' s vague listings (E1 and E2) . The two 
postmarks mentioned in the addenda will, therefore, bear the same numbers and will 
eliminate Glasewald in this Co.tego:ry completely, as we propose to do in all other 
cases whereG1 sewald can be substituted by more complete data. 

A ve:ry welcome addition to Ce.tegory F, Field Telegraph Offices is conteined 
in the Field Telegraph Office Ifo.23 (F3) and the Inkow Field Telegraph Department 
of the Priamur District (F4) . These Field Telegraph postmarks are ve:ry rare as the 
telegraphic communications at that time were rather limited. 
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As already mentioned in No.16, the different labels and cachets affixed to 
the Official Mail form a very vivid picture of the Russian Arrey of that time. They 
go all the way down to the company level. Since they are apt to enlarge our 
philatelic knowledge of distribution of different anny groups and are therefore 
complementary to the history of field post cancellations, the author, after 
consultation with several members of our Society has decided to form· a new 
Category G. This would include covers not cancelled by special Field Post 
postmarks but bearing different cachets and labels denoting their military origin 
in the theatre of war or the rear. The undertaking is not as bottomless as it 
mey- seem at first, since the whole material. of stamps and covers of that period, 
available to us today, is limited. 

In all categories, an eventual duplication of a postmark has been listed 
separately if the cachet or label disclosed a different unit or place of origin. 
Otherwise, duplication has been avoided which will explain to the contributors of 
these addenda why not all of their material has been included. 

Many of the letters of Category G bear Travelling Post Offices postmarks. 
They originate from hospital trains and medical transports and units or from 
troop units on their way to and f'rom the theatre of operations. 

Now a word about the contributors to.this article: Mr.W.E.Kethro was very 
prompt in sending some additional data to Category D, howeverall of it had been 
already described there. Dr.A.Wortman, sound and prominent even in this off-the
beaten-path branch of Russian Philately, not only disclosed a few very unusual 
post~rks but su.pplied excellent proof for the uninterrupted continuation of some 
Field Post Offices of' the 1900/01 Boxer Rebellion until the start of the Russo
Japanese War as already discussed in paragraph II of the original article in No .16. 
Hi.s Field Post Of:fices No . 13 of' the Prianrur District start in December 1902 and go 
through July and September of' 1903 to the period o:f preparation before the Russo
Japanese War. Likewise, B5 can now, thanks to Dr. Wortman, be retraced to 
September 1903. It seems that all postmarks bearing the Prianrur District and 
belonging to the older 3 line date type had their origin in the Boxer Rebellion 
and were taken over into the later period . 

John Barry, always helpful, reached into his bag of holdings on Russian 
covers and came up with an array of most excellent postmarks, minutely described. 
Regrettably, not all of them could be listed in these addenda si nee quite a few 
o-f' them constitute duplications. His holdings, however, are veritable treasures. 
Ed Wisewell of Boston contributed an important addition to Category A, a heretofore 
latest known date of use of the Field Post Cancellations. (9-1-1907) . It seems 
that it took quite some t ime to liquidate the Main Field Post Of:fice! Dr .L.Snegireff 
helped considerably by gi vi.ng .3ound advice and explaining problems of classification 
and translation .. Mr. Herman Shenitz likewise assisted in unravelling inscriptions 
and in explaining military abbreviations . Finally, the author has been able to 
enlarge by a considerable amount his collection of' Russo-Japanese War covers. To 
all members our sincerest thanks. 
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Inscription Stars Letters Circle Date 
or d-double 

Date Source 
Type 

A. Main Field Post Office 

5. Glavnaya polev. pocht. Kont. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

" 

" 
II 

11 

" 
II 

II 
11 :H:) 

11 " 
II II 

3G£Jf: 

EE 

EE 

Numbers s-single 

b ( ) 

0 

m 

d 

d 

d 

d 

25-4-04 

22-9-05 

9-1-07 

7-3-06 

1or3 
lines 

1 

1 

:H:) on reverse: Censorship Connni ssion of Staff of Rear of Manchurian Army. 
Cover is stamped with 1 Okop, stamp wi. th surcharge KITJ.I 

To Al+, insert date: 16-6-04. 

B. Field Post Offices 

Registry label: g - N980 - Kharbin 

6. No. 1'3 Polev. Focht Kont. 
Priamir Okr. lE) 

7. Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora 
No.5 

8. Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora 
No. 23 38E) 

9 ~ Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora 
No. 27 lDDE) 

10. Polevaya Focht. Kontora 
No . 31 3GOBE) 

11 . No , 1 5 Polev. Poch t . Kon. 
Priamur. Okr. 

1 s 

s 

2 s 

1 s 

s 

1 s 

registration label: Inkow, polevaya p.-t. Kontora 

8-7-03 

16-2-05 

20-3-05 

4-5-05 

20-5-05 

on reverse purple cachet: 4th military-medical field transport 
purple cachet: Hospital of' 43rd Artillery Brigade 
blue ca.chet: 3rd. Rifle Regiment 

C. Reserve Field Post Offices 

4- 15 Zapasn. Polev Focht. Kont. :H:) EE b ( ) d 8-9-05 

:H:) Cachet: From 1 st Transport, 6th Siberian Corps. 
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3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

1 

J .Barry 

K,Adler 

E.Wisewell 

K.Adler 

.Dr.A.Wortman 

J .Barry 

K.Adler 

Dr .A.Wortman 

K.Adler 

H.Shenitz 

J .Barry 



Inscri~tion Stars Letters Circle Date Date Source 
.2!: d-double ~ 

Nunibers s-sim:de 1or3 
lines 

D. Arrrw and Army CO!J2S Field Post 2 

also Headguarters F .P. 

12. Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora 1 s 15-6-05 3 ) J.Barry 
1 st Armii Korpusa 9-2-06 3 ) (2 covers) 

13. Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora. 
tst Ann. Korpusa JE) 

3 s 18-10-04 1 K.Adler 

4- Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora 4 s 20-9-04- 1 K.Adler 
1 st Arm. Korpusa. JOE) 

14. Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora 6 s 21-8-05 3 J.Barry 
1st Armii Korpusa 

15. Polevaya Korpusn. Nol pocht.Kont. 
EBE) 

JE b ( ) d 8-5-05 1 K . .Adler 

16. Poleveya Pochtovaya Kontora 
10th Arm. Korpusa EDBE) 

5 16-4-04- 1 J .Barry 

17. Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora 5 s 4-9-05 1 K.Adler 
16th Arm. Korpusa /-) 

18. Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora 2 d 8-5-05 1 F.Freitag 
17th Arm. Korpusa 1-1-) 

5- the same 3 d 19-9-04- 1 Dr.L.Snegirej 

19. Polevaya Pochtov. Kontora 7 d 15-9-05 1 J .Bar:r:y 
3rd Sibirsk. Korp. 

20. Polevaya Pochtov. Kontora 
5th Sibirsk. Korp. /-/-/-) 

1 d 14-12-04- 1 K.Adler 

21. Polevaya Pochtov. Kontora. 2 d 17-2-05 1 K.Adler 
5th Sibirsk. Korp. j.J.J.J.) 

22. Glavnaya Kvartira Pol. Poch. Kon. lB£ b ( ) d 25-8-05 1 J .Barry 

11 . Polev. Poch. Kont. Gl. Kvart. 2 s 19-4-05 3 K.Adler 
2nd Manchur. Armii 

23. Polevaya Sib . Arm. Korp. 
N .4 Poch. Kon. /-/-/-/-/-) 

d d 4-1-05 1 K.Adler 
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Inscription Stars Letters Circle Date Date Source 
.2!: d-d.ouble 

Numbers s-single 
~ 
1or3 
lines 

on reverse purple cachet: 4th Battery of 7th Artillery Brigade 
purple cachet: 5th Battery of 1 st Artillery Brigade 

" 
11 2nd Battery of 9th Eastern Siberian Artillery Brigade 

1-1-) 

Inscription: From the Army of Operations 
purple cachet: 97th Li vlandian Infantry Regiment of General 

Field Marshal Count She:remetyeff 
circular cachet: 11 th Horse-drawn Artillery Battery registry 

$~ 
label: Polev. Karp , pocht. Kon. pri 17 Armeisk , Kor. 

on reverse purple cachet: 216th Insarsk Infantry Regiment 
purple cachet: 6th Sotnia (military group of 100 Cossacks) of 

I-I.JI-I-) 
1st Argunsk Regiment Z.K.V. 

black cachet: 146th Infantry Regiment. 

to D7 and D8: blue cachet: Superintendent of 278th Borisoglebsk Regiment, 
Director of Weapons Section 

E. Field Post Offices with Town Names 

1. Kharbin Corpus. Gorodok M) a 

2 c Lyaoyan Polev. Pocht , Kont. EE) g ( ) 

d 

d 

31-1-06 

3-9-04 

1 

1 

M) on mili tluy card with printed arms and inscription "Gift of Prince 
Mikhail Alexandrovich (see outstanding cover in B.J.R.P.No.13) 
also purple cachet: 14th Eastern Siberian Rifle Regiment 

Dr .A. Wortman 

K . .Adler 

**) purple cachet: 4th Military Medical Field Transport of Manchurian Army. 

F. Field Post Telegraph Offices 

3. Polev Tel. Otd. No .23 1 s 20-8-05 

4. Inkow Polev Tel . Otd . 1 s ? 
Priamur Ok. 

*) purple postmark. 
on reverse purple cachet: Office of Etappe-Corrrrnander IJo . 5 

to F1 black cachet: Office if Inspector of Engineer Corps of 
1 st Mal1.churian Army 
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3 

K • .t..dler 

Dr.A.Wart.man 



Go Postmarks f'rom Theatre of' War without special Field Post designation 

1 • Mukden 14-10-04 

2 • Kharbin Railroad P. 0. 
8-5-05 

3. Vladivostok 2-6-05 EBE 

4. Cheliabinsk R.R.P.O. 
15-3-05 

5. Vl.adivostok-Kharbin 
TPO No. 264-
30-8-05 

6. Vladivostok-Khabarovsk 
TPO No. 154 
13-7-05 

7o Vladivostok EE 

15-12-04 

8, Vl.adi vostok 
8-12-05 

9. Khabarovsk-Ketritsevo 
TPO 18-1-05 

10. TPO No. 266 
24-10-04 

11 . Manchuria-Kharbin 
TPO No. 261 
27-4-04 

12. Vl.adi vostok 
22-11-04 

EE 

d 1 

1 s 3 

d 1 

s 3 

oval R.R. 
cane. 

s 3 
(round R.R. 

cane.) 

a d 1 

d d 1 

b( ) oval 
R.R.canc. 

round R.R. 
cane ., (s 3) 

oval R.R. 
cane. 

d 1 
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Inscriptions 

purple cachet: 2nd. Battery 
5th Mortar Section, Artil
lery Regiment 

purple cachet: same as 
above 

blue cachet: From Vla
divostok Fortif'ication 
1'.rtillery 

purple cachet: War Hospi
tal 13th Field Transport 
3rd Manchurian Arrey-

purple cachet: War 
Hospital, 14th Field 
Transport 

purple cachet: Artil
lery Regiment in 
Vladivostok 

red cachet: 1 st Class 
Cruiser Gromoboi 

purple cachet: Vladi
vostok Fortif'ication 
Engineers 

purple cachet: 2nd 
Spassky United Hospital 

purple cachet: 
Staf'f of' 5th Siberian 
Army Corps 

purple cachet: 
6th Sotnia x) of' 
1st Argunsk Regiment 
ZoK.V. 

purple cachet: 1st 
Company of' 1 st Ussurisk 
Railroad Battalion 

.J .Barry 

K.Adler 

.J .Barry 

.J .Barry 

.J .Barry 

J .Barry 

K.Adler 

K.Adler 

K.Adler 

K.Adler 

K.Adler 

Dr.A.Wortmar. 



13. Kharbin R.R. P.O. 1 s 3 purple cachet: Gathering Dr.A.Wortman 
22-5-05 Place of Rear Evacuation 

Commission 

14. Vladivostok-Kherbin oval R.R. purple cachet: Office K.Adler 
TPO No. 264 cane. and Administration of 
2-7-05 Fortification Artillery 

15. Kharbin R.R.P.O. 1 s 3 purple cachet: 3rd Company K.Adler 
7-9-05 of 2nd Sofii sk T ser 

Alexander II. Regiment 

16. Vladivostok-Kharbin oval R.R. purple cachet: K.Adler 
TPO 264 cane. No. 1 Hospital in Ikho 
4-1-05 

x) Sotnia is a military group comprised of 100 Cossacks. 
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Dispositions of the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 8th, 16th and 17th Russiar. Army Corps 
around Sipingai and showing Army Field Post Offices. 
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POLAND COUNTERFEITS OF INVERTED SURCHARGES 50,000 MK 
ON 10MK. GREENISH-BllJE OF ISSUE 1923 S.G. 205 ,205a 

By E. Arkhanguelsky 

The inverted surcharge of Poland 50,000 Mk on 10 Mk on greenish-blue or dark 
blue presents many coun,terfeits. In 1936 I received from Polish collector 42 copies 
of this surcharge and after expertising them I found that all the received copies 
were counterfeits. From that I lllllst conclude that the genuine surcharge is very rare. 
I give below details of the original and counterfeits. 

Original 

1. Length of surcharge is 24.5x7mm 

2. MK = 5.5x2.5mm. 

3. Distance between MK MK - 14.5mm 

4. Height of "5"- is 905mm. 

5 o Surcharge is in black. 

6. The comma after 1r50", is clearly 
sketched - stop with direct tail. 

7. In "MK", the letter "K" is thin. 

Counterfeit 

1 • Length is 25:xSmm. 

2. MK = 6x3mm. 

3, Distance is 13mm, 

4, Height of "5" is 8.5mm. 

5 o Surcharge grey-black, in consequence 
of dryness of ink the noughts are 
often interrupted. 

6 . The comma has a bent hook. 

7. The letter "K" in "MK" is thick, sloping. 
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